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Chrome Features 
Using the New Tab Page 

Welcome to the Google Chrome for Mesa Public Schools video tutorial series. 

This tutorial is titled Chrome Features - Using the New Tab Page and is 

intended to provide a brief overview of how to take advantage of Chrome’s 

New Tab page. 

 

Traditionally, a home page is the web page that loads automatically when a 

web browser starts and that a user can return to at anytime by clicking on a 

“Home” button. 

 

By default Chrome does not use a traditional home page. 

 

Instead, Google Chrome opens to a special New Tab page at start. 

 

The New Tab page starts out with two sections. You can move between the 

two sections by clicking on the arrows on the right or left of the window, or by 

selecting the section you want from the menu bar at the bottom of the window. 

 

The Apps section displays a list of Chrome Web Store Apps installed on the 

computer. Chrome comes with a handful of Google apps pre-installed, all of 

which are simply web page shortcuts, but many more apps are available 

through the Chrome Web Store. To learn more about how to use the Chrome 

Web Store, please check out the “Chrome Web Store” series of tutorials on 

the Google Chrome Support Site. 

 

The apps in the Apps section can be rearranged. Click on one of the app 

icons, and while holding the mouse button down, drag the app icon to a new 

location. App icons have to remain on a predetermined grid, but you can 

control what order the apps are listed on that grid. 

 

Apps can also be grouped into categories by dragging an app icon to a new 

Apps section. Click on an app icon that you want to move into a new category 

and, while holding the mouse button down, drag the app icon to the right-hand 

side of the window. An arrow will appear, leading to your new Apps section. 

Hover over the arrow and your app icon will be moved into the new Apps 

section. 
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There will now be two Apps sections listed in the menu bar at the bottom of 

the window. To rename any Apps section, double-click on the entry in the 

menu bar and you will be able to edit the text. 

 

You can right-click on an app icon to open a menu with special options for 

interacting with the app, including special options for how you want the app to 

open and accessing any settings for the app. You can also remove any app 

from Chrome in this menu. 

 

The Most Visited section shows a list of thumbnail bookmarks to the sites you 

visit most often. 

 

To open one of your most visited sites, click on the thumbnail bookmark, or 

drag the thumbnail bookmark to the address bar. 

 

To add one of your most visited sites to your Bookmarks Bar, click on the site’s 

thumbnail bookmark, and while holding the mouse button down, drag the 

thumbnail bookmark to the Bookmarks Bar. 

 

To delete a thumbnail bookmark, hover the mouse over the thumbnail and a 

small “X” will appear in the upper right hand corner. Click on the “X” to delete 

the thumbnail bookmark. A small menu will pop up temporarily offering you the 

option to undo the thumbnail bookmark delete in case you change your mind. 

 

You can also turn a most visited site into an app, similar to the web shortcut 

apps that Google preloads Chrome with. Click on a most visited thumbnail 

bookmark, and while holding the mouse button down, drag the thumbnail 

bookmark to the first Apps section. Let go of the thumbnail bookmark and it 

will be converted into a web shortcut app. 

 

Once converted into a web shortcut app, it can be categorized just like any 

other app. The web shortcut app will also remain in the Apps section, even if 

the web page’s thumbnail bookmark in the Most Visited section is deleted or 

bumped off the list by another most visited site. 

 

We hope you have found this tutorial helpful. Be sure to check the Google 
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Chrome Support Site for more tutorials detailing how to customize Chrome 

and take advantages of its powerful features. 


